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Editorial

- by Avnika Chhikara and Heena Garg

Resistance is a very old form of political action- much older than democracy itself. 
Resistance can be both violent and non-violent acts aiming at a fundamental, 
substantiate and revolutionary rebuilding of the existing scenario. As stated in ?Dissent 
Magazine? Michael Walzer says, ?Resistance is a form of collective civil disobedience.It 
involves physical presence and solidarity; it appeals to the moral law or human rights; it 
is usually illegal but non-violent; it is locally and communally based; its activists are 
angry citizens and lower-level officials.?

Women have been in the forefront of resistance for quite some time now. After 
succumbing to centuries of toxic masculinity, it is about time that women activists and 
protesters demand and claim what rightfully belongs to them.

The International Women?s Day is celebrated every year on the 8th of March, with 
marches, parades with purposes to womanhood. Started in 1911, it has been over a 
century of this day which recognises the social, political and economic laurels of 
women, globally. This year?s celebration spread over all the 195 countries. Rallies and 
demonstrations on different issues like abortion rights, gender equality, fight against 
gender violence and honour killings were taken to the street. Women in Saudi Arabia 
celebrated the day with great splendour, as the country opens up avenues for 
modernising itself. Women, who were earlier treated as ?second-class citizens? in this 
conservative country, now have a lot to look up to, owing to the Vision 2030 initiated by 
King M B Salman. Female asylum seekers staged a demonstration at Turkey?s Pazarkule 
border crossing demanding the gates to be opened. In Sao Paulo, Brazil, 
demonstrations were held against President Bolsonaro whose leadership fails to 
provide security from violence against women. Crime reports suggest that at least four 
women are killed in the country, every single day. In Bogota, Columbia, demonstrations 
were held apropos the court?s ruling towards providing no modifications to the already 
existing draconian abortion laws. Abortion is illegal in the country while majority of the 
illegal abortions occurred as a result of rape. Meanwhile, in cities like London and parts 
of Mexico, peaceful demonstrations were undertaken for gender equality. The motive 
was to highlight and hope for the end of gender violence.In the UK women dressed as 
suffragettes and carried placards stating, ?March 4 Women?. In Paris, French women 
resorted to wearing gas masks, with placards saying ?Patriarca-Virus Nous Sommes 
L?antidote? (Patriarchy-virus. We are the antidote). There were social media campaigns, 
like #UrgentAction4Women and #EndFGM (Female Genital Mutilation), in countries like 
Latin America and Africa which mobilised and channellized the unheard voices of 
women towards their abusers. In Moscow, Russia, women attend a solidarity and 
women?s rights rally organised by the activist group ?We Are Khachaturyan Sisters?.

In India, the day was celebrated through rallies and demonstrations across the country. 
According to veteran activist Medha Patkar,?The speciality of a women-led movement is 
that they can be sustained longer. Women don?t give up?. ?India sees these women as 
shields? she says. ?But in fact, they are the swords. ?Important landmarks were lit up in 
red on account of the government?s motives to rid the nation of anaemia in women. An 
all-woman crew passenger train was also flagged off on the International Women?s Day, 
which operated from Secunderabad to Vikarabad. The anti-rape anthem, En Violador En 
Tu Camino (A Rapist in your path), was performed across the globe, from the presidential 
mansions to courthouses, and even to Harvey Weinstein?s house; after it became a viral 
phenomenon in late 2019. Women and men participated in the jive in all parts of the 
world, from Santiago (Chile) to Lausanne (Switzerland) and Buenos Aires (Argentina), 
among many more.

The celebration of the International Women?s Day also raises important questions. 
Despite a century since it was first celebrated, major crimes against women like 
infanticides, domestic violence, genital mutilation, and harsh treatment are still on. 
Women in war-tarnished areas like Syria suffer from the worst types of violations like 
arbitrary arrests, enforced disappearances, sexual violence and denial of basic 
healthcare.We still have a long way to go, as feminists, before the world becomes a 
better place for women to inhabit in. Indeed, there are countless examples of how 
women have been resisting, speaking out, and taking up more social and personal 
spaces over the past decades in countries around the world. This stepping into the 
phallologocentric space by women, implies more female voices being included not 
merely as domestic or traditional roles that they play, but as independent individuals 
with an agency of their own, speaking for themselves, standing in solidarity with other 
women and marginals. These acceptance of experiences by voicing their narratives, and 
shattering to pieces the barricades of silence that the patriarchal society had built, by 
resisting in multiple roles, and keeping themselves strong forms the core to the 
resistance movement against Patriarchy.

This issue of DIALECTIC attempts to shed light on the various forms of resistance which 
have taken shape all around the world, ranging from the use of poetry, graffit i art, 
media, infotainment, protests, rallies, etc., as the medium of their resistance. It provides 
detailed articles about numerous resistance movements launched and held by various 
groups like the queer community, the women, the students community, certain 
linguistic groups, artists etc., stressing upon the need for such initiatives to voice 
opinions against the wrongdoings.

Resist ance is Female
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?I believe there is nothing more indomitable than poetry is. Amidst the ubiquitous 
misdemeanor to silence dissent, I have gotten my voice in the work of Faiz Ahmad Faiz 
and Agha Shahid Ali,? said Nabiya Khan, an Urdu protest poet.

With Urdu as a prominent language to register resistance, we will look at the history of 
the language within protest movements, its thriving popularity in the realm of 
literature despite its subsequent marginalization in the post-partition years. While its 
communalization and alienation after Partition might have reduced the language to a 
mere aesthetic commodity reserved for shama-parwana(romance) and love poetry, 
Khurshid Bisrani claims, ?Ab Urdu kya hai ek kothe kee tawaif hai, Mazaa har ek leta hai 
mohabbat kaun karta hai..

The verses of Mir, Faiz, Ahmed Faraz, and many progressive Urdu poets continue to 
resonate their voices of dissent through their writings that became an important part 
of the Indian freedom struggle. Spurred by resentment against the colonial rule, 
Mohammed Iqbal?s song echoed the sentiments of masses during the anti-colonial 
movement through his-

?Saare jahaan se achcha Hindostaan hamaara

Hum bulbulen hain uski, voh gulsitaan hamaara?

However, Urdu also witnessed a sudden disavowal of a shared culture and history that 
was pushed to the margins as deliberate sanskritisation of Hindi and infusion of 
Persian and Arabic words in Urdu was promoted. Despite this segregation, Urdu and 
its patronage did not perish retaining its integrity and culture through the pejorative 
medium of Mushairas, Bollywood and Rekhtas. While the language seamlessly 
assimilated into pop culture, it also became symbolic of a powerful expression of 
solidarity. Today, Urdu occupies a precarious position where it continues to be 
cherished and spoken but is also pigeonholed and segregated as the language of 
Muslims in India. Commenting on the ever dilapidating state of the language, Sahir 
writes,

Jin Shahron mein goonji thi Ghalib ki nava barson

Un shahron mein aaj Urdu be-naam-o nashaan thahri

Even after suffering communalization and disintegration, Urdu remains the most 
quotable of all Indian languages. Urdu phrases like -Inquilab zindabad, Sarfaroshi ki 
tamanna ab humaare dil mei hai are used by the Indian masses even today while 
resisting oppressive structures. Urdu as a language inhabits in our consciousness no 
matter how distant and unfamiliar it is portrayed to be.

Writing Urdu poetry in times of right-wing populism on its own is an act of revolution 
when there are consistent efforts to sideline it. In such a scenario, it is important to 
analyze the role of the State in the context of Urdu as a resistance language. The 
recent anti- CAA rallies have drawn our attention towards some blooming artists 
whose medium of expression is Urdu. Aamir Aziz, former student of Jamia Milia 
Islamia, whose poems ?Mai inkaar karta hoon? and ?Sab yaad rakha jaayega? brought 
together people from all walks of life, singing the poems across India. As the cause 
took to streets in huge numbers, calls of Rahat Indori?s ?Kisi ke baap ka Hindostan thodi 
hai?and Habib Jalib?s ?Dastoor?  were heard to express solidarity.

While Urdu poetry still remains at the frontlines of protests in India, the writings of 
revolutionary poets like Faiz have perpetually come under attack leading to the recent 
criticisms of his work. His poetry, ?Hum Dekhenge?, has become the subject of a fatuous 
controversy at Indian Institute of Technology at Kanpur. One of the faculty claimed 
that it hurts Hindu sentiments.

Urdu as a language has transgressed the borders to become one of the many voices 
of dissent and a tool to engrave the stories of revolution. Being a marginal language it 
has provided space for inclusivity and revolution to oppose linguistic homogeneity 
and oppression. As Faiz?s verses continue to reverberate-

?Jab arz-e-Khuda ke 
kaabe se

Sab but uthwae 
jaenge

Hum ahl-e-safa 
mardood-e-harm

Masnad pe bethae 
jaenge

Sab taaj uchale 
jaenge

Sab takht girae 
jaenge?

Urdu: Resist ance in Tim es of  
Major it ar ianism

Ever since its conception, the internet has become an inseparable part of our 
everyday lives and has proven to be useful during times of revolution. Recently, with 
the onset of various social media platforms, its reach has been more pervasive and 
omnipresent. It is not surprising to note that in India, social media and the internet 
have played an unprecedented role, when the government introduced the Citizenship 
Amendment Act (CAA), NRC and NPR in 2019. The upsurge on online media regarding 
it has translated into offline activism and empowerment.

The Internet facilitates protests in authoritarian regimes and is an integral part of such 
movements. As it is the most accessible platform for everyone to share memes, digital 
art, virtual comics, these alternate sources of information dissemination have been 
the face of the recent protests in India. The youth has taken to the streets and to the 
internet to voice their discontent with the current government in the form of art. The 
marginal voices now have a viral platform to be voiced, heard and acknowledged.

The role played by the internet in organizing mass protests and strikes since 
December, 2019 in India cannot be ignored. Not only were the calls for protests and 
strikes shared and distributed majorly online, but the abundance of images and 
videos also contributed to evoke people to take to the streets. Dramatic images and 
graphics mobilize public as they have a higher tendency to go viral by succinctly 
summing up a lot through minimal ways.

Internet users are no longer passive recipients. As they actively share knowledge and 
information, it helps to empower and enlighten citizens in a short time. With rise in 
anti- minority stance in India, the country saw huge protests which were met with 
brutal police crackdown on peaceful protestors. To register dissent, people were 
instantaneously mobilized through social media. The famous ITO Gherao (December, 
2019) staged outside the Delhi Police Headquarters at night and in a short time 
showed the outreach of social media and internet.

As the current regime in India is rapidly moving from democratic to authoritarian 
means, it is perpetuating its stronghold over journalism. The media has seen a decline 
in the journalistic conscience due to censorship or intimidation by the ones in power. 
As mainstream media is becoming increasingly unreliable, journalists are being 
targeted and citizen journalism is rising, many people take to the internet to report. 
Many independent journalists (Faye D?Souza), activists (Rana Ayyub, Saket Gokhale, 
Dhruv Rathee) and other are reporting on social media to ensure transparency in the 
mechanism of the State.

However, the same attributes of mass accessibility has been exploitative and 
counterproductive about internet. Anyone with basic knowledge of editing software 
can upload doctored videos which create confusion and misinformation. There is an 
abundance of fake news which can distract movements, and debunking popular 
misconceptions can be time taking or impossible.

There is no doubt that the internet has been instrumental in organizing protests, 
collating information, sharing educational and relief resources. It has popularized and 
enriched our day to day vocabulary like- Police Brutality, Pogrom, Fascism and Liberals 
etc. But then it has also led to labels like - Anti-national, Urban Naxal and Tukde Tukde 
gang. Internet is a double edged sword in the fight against all forms of oppression. 
But one is certain that the revolution will not just be televised, but it will be digitized 
too.

-  by  Gu n jan  Solan k i  an d  Pr at i k sh a Sin gh

Resist ance in t he Tim e of  Social 
Media

-  by  M ah im a Sh ar m a an d  A n i k a M an ch an da



Language? being regulated by the state, taught in institutions and used to discipline, 

inform, or educate, among other uses? is frequently subverted by minorities in an 
attempt to bypass authority.Our politics are centered on our bodies, and so we speak 
with them. Language can never encapsulate meaning in its entirety. Hence, by trying 
to organize reality through the creation of narratives, language itself produces a 
centre and a margin.

The word ?queer? originally meant ?strange? or ?perverse?, came to be used pejoratively 
against those with same-sex desires or relationships in the late 19th century and 
facilitated the creation of the binary between hetero-normative society as the centre 
and those who differed from the norm as the ?other?. In the late 1980s, the label queer 
began to be reclaimed from its derogatory use as a positive self-identifier. The first 
adoption of ?queer? as a positive self-label has been credited to the group Queer 
Nation, an organization to combat violence against homosexuals. By co-opting the 
word queer, they disarmed homophobes and reconditioned the negative 
connotations that were associated with it.

In a similar way, the mainstream LGBT movement seems to be attempting to return to 
the origins of the movement itself ?  that is, shifting the focus towards the creation of 
a more equitable society for all individuals marginalized by power and privilege. A 
proposed intervention into language which complicates the narrow labels and 
signifiers of ?LGBT? is a good way to understand all identities and experiences 
encapsulated by this acronym.

Activists are considering the role that language itself plays within the further 
development of the queer movement. Meaning is connected to the way we 
linguistically talk about and attempt to understand one another. We unintentionally 
allow language to shape our bodies, ourselves and the movement. Words trigger an 
entire chain of signification and meaning within our conscious mind. Thus, a 
consciousness of the entire array of experiences, bodies, identities and gender 
expressions that have come to be associated with ?LGBT? is triggered upon hearing 
these words. It is virtually impossible to put oneself outside language, because 
language is ultimately what constructs meaning.

The ?closet? for example, is a linguistic formation that dates back to the mid-twentieth 
century. Focusing on the ways language produces the social space of the closet, this 
linguistically formed locus also generates language itself, which in turn produces or 
reaffirms social space. Since, at least the sixteenth century, queer individuals have 
been creating their own linguistic registers like the Greek Kaliarda and the British 
Polari. 

These queer languages, also known as ?lavender languages? do not produce new, 
politically informed revolutionary terminology. But they are very much present, 
occupying a terrain between explicit action-oriented politics and compliance. They 
operate under a cover of opacity and empower the marginalized, giving them space 
for existence, expression, and safety. Queer languages are anti-authoritative and they 
reveal the power of the individual to construct meaning unauthorized by dominant 
culture?  right under its very nose.

Today?s queer teens are already more thoughtful about their language use, more so, 
when it comes to gender diversity. One way that this manifests is, more dexterous and 
varied pronoun usage. They are more comfortable using ?neopronouns? or 
?nonbinary? pronouns like ?ze? than older generations, because they have had the 
experience of growing up with the knowledge that you can use the pronouns that feel 
right for you and feel less inherent to judgement.More queer representation on 
television and in films has also accelerated the dispersion of queer slangs.

Hence, creation and use of queer language is not just a forceful resistance of the 
mainstream languages, but at the same time, a refusal to complete silence. It is a form 
of creative resistance, a way of producing a parallel social space of expression whose 
existence affects the mainstream, without that being the primary concern or objective 
behind it.

CALL ME BY WHAT NAME?  
A Language of  One's Own

Resistance and infotainment are not parallel lines. However, these two lines often 
intersect at the junction of political and social issues. Infotainment or soft news is a 
blend of information and entertainment in the generic sense. Creating resistance 
through the anonymity of broadcasting channel is ironically the real talk of the 
generation today.The main tool of which is satire. What makes infotainment and 
resistance a sheer need of the hour is no more a hidden draft. Standing at the cusp of 
the bleak portrayal of the current political arena, resistance has found a new home in 
infotainment.

The history of infotainment has always been about satire, humour and ridicule to 
create resistance. Infotainment and resistance have proven to be a good pair. The 
truth of the statement can be seen through viral shows like- ?Shut Up Ya Kunal? by 
Kunal Kamra who is known to use political wit to resist, ?East India Comedy?  by a 
group of standup comedians who create content to resist Indian bigotry, ?On Air With 
AIB" is a Youtube channel highlighting the same. The videos of ?Enna Da Rascals?, ?TVF's 
Barely Speaking With Arnub? and ?Newshour Qtiyapa? have gone viral in no time 
proving the impact of resistance on the youth.

Animation is also being used as a tool to procreate the idea of political resistance. One 
such example is the "So sorry" animation show run by Aaj Tak. The list goes on if we 
talk of "The Daily Show" by Trevor Noah which creates content and comments on 
?wickedly funny? political scenario, making the audience aware of the reality of it. Other 
shows like "Humour and Presidency?, ?Not necessarily the news?, ?Full frontal with 
Samantha Bee? etc are remarkably making their contribution in creating the buzz.

Movies in India have also brought out a side of our society which we exclusively 
neglect, becoming the most important form of media in infotainment.Recentmovies 
like Thappad, Pink, Chhapaak, Padman have put forth the ugly truth of Indian society. 
These movies exposed the hypocritical side of our society and proved the importance 
of women empowerment and much needed eradication of toxic masculinity. Besides 
these women centric movies, Bollywood gave movies, like Article 15, Peepli Live, 
Shubh Mangal Zyada Savdhan and Shikara talking about the distorted social rubrics.

Art has always been a great tool of resistance from the smallest change in hair color to 
full length movies to talk about what is wrong with our society. These movies with 
being an open challenge to the conservative thought process of Indian population are 
also a great educational and informational pool for the younger generation.

-  by  Sejal  Jak hw al  an d  M ai th el i  Gh osh

Resist ance in t he Tim e of  Social 
Media

-  by  Sh ivan gi  D u bey an d  A n adh i k a Bh asi n

Depar t m ent  Act ivit ies 
and Event s

The Student Council was appointed for the session of 2019-20 in the GBM on 7th 
August 2019. Heena Garg (President), Avnika Chhikara (Vice-President), Alf isha 
Sabr i (Cultural Secretary), Maum il Mehraj (Treasurer) and Aakr it i  Agarwala 
(Creative Head) were elected.

The Department updated its Wall Magazine Scr ibble on the theme ?Conspiracy 
Theories.? 

A Dead Poet s Societ y meet was organised on the theme ?Shadow? on 21st 
August 2019. 

The Depar t m ent  lect ure was organized by Prof. Anil K. Aneja  tit led 
Dim ensions of  Disabil i t y discourse in Lit erat ure on 12th September 2019.

The department organised Let t er  Wr it ing Sessions (Chitthiyan: Pyaar Bhare 
Khat) in collaboration with Mental Health Foundation of India (MHFI) on 18th 
and 25th September 2019. 

The Department went for an Educat ional Field Tr ip  to Blind Relief Association 
(BRA), Nizamuddin, New Delhi on 1st October 2019. 

The students of the Department, Manukriti and Maumil Mehraj, bagged the 
second position in Mait reyi College?s Sum m er  Research Int ernship 
Program m e 2019 under the mentorship of Prof. Amrita Ajay. 

A Dead Poet s Societ y meet was organised on the theme ?Resistance? on 5th 
February 2020. 

The Department organised Poet ry in Park  in collaboration with Sunny Mugs, 
The Poetry Society of Jesus and Mary College and Scribe, The Literary Society of 
Hindu College on 9th February 2020 at Humayun?s Tomb. 

A St udent  Sem inar  was organised on ?Migration and Identity? on 12th February 
2020. 

The Annual Lect ure was delivered by Prof. Saugata Bhaduri on 18th February 
2020 on Poet ry as Prot est .

The Department informally released its newslet t er , Dialect ics in March, 2020.



?Poetry is the one place where people can speak their original human mind. It is the outlet for people to say in public what is known in private.?-Allen Ginsberg

There are some movements born out of revolutions and some that create revolutions. The ?Beat Generation? was both. It is one of the iconic politico- literary revolutions the 
world has witnessed. The Beats were a result of the post-Second World War disillusionment of America in the 1950s, caught between post-Depression and post-World War II 
and the beginning of the Nuclear Age and Cold War.The Cold War era followed a reign of Science and Power shuffle. Technology became paramount and Science was seen as 
capable of dominating man and his environment.

The Beats were the product of the socio-economic and post-war political environment of America. They rejected the dominant ideals of post-war obsessive materialism and 
national conformism. As per Britannica, ?its adherents, self-styled as ?beat? (originally meaning weary but then connoting to musical ideas ?beatific?) and derisively called 
?beatniks? expressed their alienation from conventional, or ?square? society.? This was done by means of language that did not follow rules and was spontaneous and poetic. 
Beat poets aimed to transform poetry into an expression of genuine lived experience.The prominent figures of the movement were, Jack Kerouac, Allen Ginsberg, William S. 
Burroughs and others. Alan Ginsberg, the most popular of the Beat poets, in an interview described (Beat) poetry as:

?Poetry is generally a rhythmic articulation of feeling. It?s like an impulse, almost like a sexual impulse that forms in your stomach, rises up to your breast, to your throat and escapes 
from your mouth like a groan, a moan, a sigh. To put words into that sigh is poetry.?

Alan Ginsberg?s Howl is the embodiment of the spirit of the Beat generation, the embodiment of their desire to be. John Tytell says in The Beat Generation and the Continuing 
American Revolution that Ginsberg was ?an outgrowth of the tradition begun by Coleridge, the tradition to realise the unconscious in its pure state, to free the restraints on 
imagination?.Howl talks of the topics considered most ?immoral? in the late 20th century American society namely homosexuality, pleasure, sex, drugs, alcohol, the rights of 
the oppressed, the inadequacy of capitalism and the need for communism.

Ginsberg?s poetry was called obscene and challenged in court. His work was refused literary merit by many since it did not follow the footsteps of the established canon and it 
did not have a form. Interestingly, the poets of the Beat generation did not have a common form and that says a lot about their ideas.

The Beats were not writing outrageously political poetry. They were just existing, and in those times, to exist was to rebel. They realised that the Cold War had dropped a 
curtain of fear on the eyes of the Americans. Ginsberg, later in an interview said, ?Fear of total feeling, really, total being is what it is?. The idea of shame, guilt is what they 
believed to be the strengths of this curtain. Therefore, what one sees in their poetry is sheer honesty. Honesty, so transparent, that it is nakedness. And, like nakedness, it 
makes you, like the blinded American audience, uncomfortable. It makes you uncomfortable like revolution makes the un-oppressed uncomfortable. For instance, Ginsberg 
sings,

?The eternal War is here

Oh Victory! Drop your underwears, we?re free.?

The ideas of the Beat generations influenced and changed America in many ways. In the sixties, social awareness changed into a political ideology and literature became social 
action. There was relaxation in drug and marijuana laws, the oppressed were given representation and a lot of art and culture was inspired by them. Bob Dylan, who was 
hugely inspired by the Beats, remarks how Ginsberg's poetry was for him the first sign of resistance poetry in America.

Resist ance of  t he Beat
-  by Al f i sha Sabr i  and Aakr i t i  Agar wala

Words Against  Regim es
-  by Kr i t i ka Ghai  and Eish i ta 

?Mere seene me nahi toh tere seene me sahi,

ho kahi bhi aag lekin aag jalni chahiye"

Dushyant Kumar

At a time when nationalism is used as a tool to silence the critical voices, it is important to revoke the Poetry of Resistance. Poetry sheds its usual halo of sublimity and dawns 
upon a self that represents the horror-stricken survivors left to be butchered.

Protests have been a part of India?s legacy and history for centuries. From Satyagraha by Mahatma Gandhi to candle marches for Jessica Lal, silent protests have been a part 
of the national rubric. Similarly, poetry has long served a purpose beyond art and entertainment. This literature of concentrated imagination is mostly made of languages 
showcasing the superficial Utopia and voices from the margins.

Taking a look back at our history, with the coming of the British Raj, many Indian poets started using their poems to resist the tyrannical rule. The poems written in that 
period, instead of talking about the mellow emotions of love, contained themes of plundering of cities, bloodshed, exploitations, and calls for freedom. Such themes were 
taboo in the British Raj and talking about them was asking for trouble. But these poets took the risk. Writing poetry of resistance is prone to risks. The radical poets are aware 
of the consequences. They make attempts to glorify their people, customs, and heroes to challenge the oppressors. Poets fearlessly use poetry as a political tool to claim 
freedom.

Ever since the anti- CAA (Citizenship Amendment Act) protests started in India, the movement travelled from poets like Sarojini Naidu and Dushyant Kumar to Aamir Aziz and 
Varun Grover. ?Sab Yaad Rakkha Jaayega?, ?Hum Honge Kamyaab? and ?Hum Kaagaz Nahi Dikhaaenge? have given voice to multiple protests in the country. Recently, Pink Floyd?s 
Roger Waters recited a translated version of Aziz's ?Sab Yaad Rakkha Jaayega?. Regardless of the scrutiny these poetry faced, these were sung, reproduced and painted on 
placards to be the voice of dissent.

The controversy surrounding, ?Hum Dekhenge? by Pakistani poet Faiz Ahmad Faiz, opened questions around the interpretation of poetry and stigmata around art. Complains 
of dissent were filed against the song being sung at protest venues in India and it was declared 'Anti-Hindu' by the Indian Institute of Technology at Kanpur. However, this did 
not stop it from becoming a nationwide hum of unity. Despite Uttar Pradesh government 's alarming steps to crush the Nawabi art of Qawwali in Lucknow, ?Hum Dekhenge? is 
heard in the now renamed Atal Chowk, earlier called Hazratganj.

In addition to being the voice of the oppressed, poetry has also been a medium of expression for budding artists, regardless of the monitoring. Social media overflows with 
such literary art forms from various sects of society. Since the emergence of rap in India, it has also found a space in Bollywood. The soundtrack of ?Gully Boy? includes a rap 
song called ?Jingostan Zindabad?, which is often performed by local rappers in Mumbai at the Gateway of India.  Similarly, a video emerged of students surrounded by Delhi 
Police singing ?Lathi-charge halka halka hota hai? before singing the ?Azadi Song?. 

?Anubhuti?- the Dramatics Society of Shri Venkateswara College (University of 
Delhi), performed a self-composed satirical song called ?Jhanki Saji Ram Ki? based 
on rising communalism. The celebrated poet, Aamir Aziz, found his fame through 
his first poem ?Jamia Ki Ladkiyan?, written as an ode to the female students of 
Jamia Millia Islamia (Delhi), who bravely fought against communal violence on 
campus.

As more and more people from the margins write poems to express themselves 
and to create their network of solidarity and support, we see a flood of resistance 
poetry by people from all walks of life. The mentioned poem is one such example. 
Not written by a recognized poet, this poem serves its purpose by contributing to 
its affiliated resistance movement and by exploring newer and more nuanced 
emotions of rebellion.

 You thought you'd turn us away from the sunset,

because the orange would remind us of you.

But we look at the sunrise,

reminded that the red within us is what will liberate 
us.

And like the sun, every morning, we rise.


